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March 1, 2018

Auctioneers: Seth Weishaar, Belle Fourche, SD and Mark Hove, Britton, SD

Averages:
288 Yearling Bulls $5,262

The Bieber crew hosted their 2018 bull sale the first Thursday in March at their ranch near Leola, SD. With more than 50 years of experience behind the RAB prefix and generations of genetics behind the bulls, this has become a destination sale for many commercial producers and fellow Red Angus breeders. Cattle producers from 18 states and Canada selected individual bulls to loads of bulls from the auction.

Top Selling Lots:
- $50,000 Bieber Brave E573 a March 16, 2017 son of Bieber Spartacus A193 to ST Genetics, Navasota, TX.
- $25,000 Bieber CL Stockmarket E119 a January 15, 2017 son of PIE Stockman 405J to Millisprings Ranch, Scheller, IL.
- $19,000 Bieber CL Stockman E116 a January 13, 2017 son of PIE Stockman 405J to Bullis Creek Ranch, Wood Lake, NE.
- $17,000 Bieber Spartacus E294 a February 21, 2017 son of Bieber Spartacus A193 to Cooksley Ranch, Anselmo, NE and Scott Reynolds, Berwyn, NE.
- $16,000 Bieber Hard Drive E586 a March 17, 2017 son of Bieber Hard Drive Y120 to Spur Ranch, OK; Boot Jack Ranch, MT; 3J Farms, OK; and Wayfare Angus, CA.
- $15,000 Bieber Spartacus E254 a February 16, 2017 son of Bieber Spartacus A193 to Cooksley Ranch, Anselmo, NE and Scott Reynolds, Berwyn, NE.
- $14,500 Bieber Heavily Armed E392 a March 14, 2017 son of BOW CRK Heavily Armed 310A to Green Mountain Red Angus, Three Forks, MT.
- $12,500 Bieber Forefront E334 a February 26, 2017 son of Bieber Forefront B281 to Ammann Red Angus Ranch, Wilmot, SD.